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Automated Database Applications Testing: Specification Representation for Automated ReasoningWorld Scientific Publishing, 2010

	This book introduces SpecDB, an intelligent database created to represent and host software specifications in a machine-readable format, based on the principles of artificial intelligence and unit testing database operations. SpecDB is demonstrated via two automated intelligent tools. The first automatically generates database constraints...
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Explorations in Quantum Computing (Texts in Computer Science)Springer, 2008

	In the decade since the publication of the first edition of “Explorations in Quantum Computing” the field has blossomed into a rich and diverse body of knowledge, and tremendous progress has been made on building functional quantum computer hardware. Yet I find that a discussion of applications of quantum computers still remains...
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Swarm Intelligence (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Evolutionary Computation)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2001

	Traditional methods for creating intelligent computational systems have privileged private "internal" cognitive and computational processes. In contrast, Swarm Intelligence argues that human intelligence derives from the interactions of individuals in a social world and further, that this model of...
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Java I/OO'Reilly, 1999
Because it doesn't provide a printf() function like C/C++, some developers think Java isn't up to snuff with files and streams. Author Rusty Harold Elliotte argues against this notion in Java I/O, a book that shows how Java's stream support can help simplify network programming, internationalization, and even compression and...
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Advanced Java Game ProgrammingApress, 2004

	Advanced Java Game Programming teaches you how to create desktop and Internet computer games using the latest Java programming language techniques. Whereas other Java game programming books focus on introductory Java material, this book covers game programming for experienced Java developers.


	David Wallace...
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Intelligent Control: A Hybrid Approach Based on Fuzzy Logic, Neural Networks and Genetic Algorithms (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2013

	
		Intelligent Control considers non-traditional modelling and control approaches to nonlinear systems. Fuzzy logic, neural networks and evolutionary computing techniques are the main tools used. The book presents a modular switching fuzzy logic controller where a PD-type fuzzy controller is executed first followed by a PI-type...
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Cryptography in C and C++Apress, 2001
	
		Detailed treatment of public key cryptography with detailed coverage of the RSA algorithm that is now in the public domain
	
		Explains and includes an implementation of Rijndael, the new American Encryption Standard in both C and C++
	
		Not toy code(tm), but a practical treatment of modern cryptographic...
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Inductive Learning Algorithms for Complex System ModelingCRC Press, 1994
Inductive Learning Algorithms for Complex Systems Modeling is a professional monograph that surveys new types of learning algorithms for modeling complex scientific systems in science and engineering. The book features discussions of algorithm development, structure, and behavior; comprehensive coverage of all types of algorithms useful for this...
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GPU Computing Gems Emerald Edition (Applications of GPU Computing Series)Morgan Kaufmann, 2011

	We are entering the golden age of GPU computing. Since the introduction of CUDA in 2007, more
	than 100 million computers with CUDA-capable GPUs have been shipped to end users. Unlike the
	previous GPGPU shader programming models, CUDA supports parallel programming in C. From my
	own experience in teaching CUDA programming, C programmers...
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Wireless Algorithms, Systems, and Applications: 6th International Conference, WASA 2011, ChengduSpringer, 2011

	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 6th Annual International Conference on Wireless Algorithms, Systems, and Applications, WASA 2011, held in Chengdu, China, in August 2011. The 26 revised full papers and 13 invited papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions. The papers address all...
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Data Structures & Algorithms in Swift: Implementing practical data structures with Swift 4Razeware LLC, 2018

	Learn data structures and algorithms in Swift! Understanding how data structures and algorithms work in code is crucial for creating efficient and scalable apps. Swift’s Standard Library has a small set of general purpose collection types, yet they definitely don’t cover every case! In this book, you’ll learn how to...
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Patterns for Parallel Programming (Software Patterns Series)Addison Wesley, 2004

The Parallel Programming Guide for Every Software Developer


From grids and clusters to next-generation game consoles, parallel computing is going mainstream. Innovations such as Hyper-Threading Technology, HyperTransport Technology, and multicore microprocessors from IBM, Intel, and Sun are accelerating the...
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